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1. Summary and preliminaries 
The principal result of this paper is: 
Theorem 1. There are generic extensions in which, as in L (see [3]), a regular 
uncountable K is weakly compact if and only if there are no K-Souslin trees if and 
only if all stationary S E K are reflecting stationary (i.e., there are CY <K for which 
S na is stationary in CY). 
Theorem 1 is proved in Section 2. GCH is assumed for the ground model, V. 
The extension is by a (definable) Easton class of conditions which preserve 
cofinalities, GCH, the Mahlo property and weak compactness. The supports are 
Easton sets (i.e., sets which are bounded below all inaccessible cardinals) of 
regular, uncountable, but not weakly compact K. For such K, the component set of 
conditions Q, adds simultaneously a K-Souslin tree and a non-reflecting statio- 
nary subset S of K. For Theorem 1, S can be taken to consist of points of any 
fixed cofinality, or to consist of points of different cofinalities. Q, is K+-c.c (K-C.C. 
if K is Mahlo) and strategically ~-closed, a game-theoretic pseudo-closure prop- 
erty intermediate between K-closed and (<K, m)-distributive, but (as will be seen 
later) closer to K-closed, notably as far as Silver’s argument, the crucial Lemma 
1.3 is concerned. Q, can be modified in an obvious way so as to also add a O-like 
sequence defined out as far as K (if K = A’, then this sequence will literally be a 
El, -sequence). 
This method of proof was suggested by the referee and is substantially simpler 
than my original approach presented in preliminary versions of this paper. The 
original approach involved component conditions Q, which added a Cl, -sequence 
C 2,r, a morass-like structure below K based on C2,K, and a O-like sequence C’,” 
defined out as far as K designed to code important information about initial 
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segments of the morass-like structure. This approach also necessitated an ‘up- 
wards’ (or (‘reverse’) Easton extension as some of the more tricky arguments 
involved establishing coherence properties of the generic object contributed by Q, 
and certain of the smaller Q,. The combinatorial properties of the generic objects 
were then used as stand-ins for the fine structures of L in imitating the construc- 
tion in [3, $61, of the non-reflecting stationary set and the Souslin trees. 
In addition to greater simplicity, the approach suggested by the referee has also 
enabled me to prove 
Theorem 2. If k is super-compact, there are generic extensions in which p remains 
supercompact and in which a regular uncountable K is weakly compact ifl all 
stationary SE K are reflecting stationary iff (K is not the successor of a singular 
cardinal and there are no K-Souslin trees). 
The extension of Theorem 2 is an upward (reverse) Easton extension defined 
with the aid of a function whose existence is guaranteed by a Laver-universal 
function. The component conditions are similar to those of Theorem 1. Theorem 
2 is proved in Section 3. My earlier approach, involving making Cl, true for 
arbitrarily large K, precluded preserving supercompactness. The best large cardi- 
nal preservation result obtained using the original approach was the preservation 
of the Mitchell rank of all measurable cardinals. 
Our notation and terminology is intended to either be standard or to have a 
clear meaning: e.g., card x for the cardinality of x, o.t. (x) for the order type of x. 
Closed unbounded sets are club sets; stationary sets are those meeting all club 
sets. If S G cy is stationary, S is reflecting stationary if there is p <(Y s.t. S rl p is 
stationary in 0. If K is a cardinal, [x]~ denotes the set of subsets of K having 
cardinality K ; [x]<~ denotes the set of subsets of x having cardinality less than K. 
I assume familiarity with some standard development of forcing, up to and 
including iterated forcing. p sq means p gives more information. In Section 3, I 
also assume familiarity with supercompact cardinals. The following notions are 
perhaps not totally standard. 
1.1. Deli&ion. Let P = (P, s) be a partial ordering with no minimal elements, 
with a largest element, 31, and let (Y > 0 be a limit ordinal. Consider the two person 
game %, of length <cr + 1 defined as follows: two players, EMPTY and 
NON-EMPTY, take turns playing elements of P. They must produce a decreasing 
sequence (p< : [ < p), with p0 = II, for some p s (Y + 1. EMPTY plays at odd stages, 
and NON-EMPTY plays at non-zero even stages (and thus at limit stages). 
EMPTY wins if for some non-zero limit A <(Y the sequence (p* : 5 <A) is defined 
but has no lower bound (i.e., if NON-EMPTY cannot continue the game). 
Otherwise NON-EMPTY wins. Note that at even successor stages NON-EMF’TY 
is allowed to repeat EMPTY’s last move. Games of this type for CY = w appeared 
in [2]. 
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A strategy for NON-EMPTY is a function s from the set of decreasing 
sequences from P of non-zero even length such that p E s(p) + p is a lower bound 
for p (if p has successor length, we allow that p E s(p) where p is the last 
co-ordinate of p; note, we also allow that s(p) = 8). If s is a strategy for 
NON-EMPTY, /3 is even, then (p* : 5 < /3) is an s-position if p. = 3L and for all 
non-zero even y < p, pv E s(p< : .$ < 7)). s is a winning strategy for NON-EMPTY 
in G,,, if: 
(*I for all non-zero even /3 ~a, if (qt : [< B) is an s-position, then 
s(q,:5<P)#@ 
Finally, [FD is strategically K-closed if there is a single strategy s which is a 
winning strategy for NON-EMPTY in alI of the G,,,, for cy <K (a weaker notion 
would require that for all (Y <K, there is a strategy s for NON-EMPTY which is a 
winning strategy for G,,,). 
1.2. The following situates strategic closure with respect to more usual notions. 
Lemma. (a) If P is ~-closed, then P is strategically ~-closed. 
(b) If P is strategically ~-closed, then P is K-Baire. 
Proof. (a) is clear. For (b) let h < K be an infinite cardinal, and let (DC : 5 <A) be a 
family of strongly dense sets. Let p1 EP. We play a run of GP,* where NON- 
EMPTY plays according to s and EMPTY plays to get into the dense sets. That is, 
we define, using some choice function for P(P)-{PI}, (pC : .$<A) such that for all 
even non-zero cy <A, (pe : [<a) is an s-position as f0110ws: p. =11; if Osa = 
U a <A, n E 0, then ~2+~+2,,+~ s ~2+~+2,,, PZ+~+~~+~ 6 D,+,. For even non-zero 
a! <A, pcl E s((p, : (<a)>. Thus (p< : ,$<A) is an s-position. Accordingly 
s((p,:[<h))#$l and if p~s((p~:5<h)), p is a lower bound for (p,:e<A). Thus 
by construction, p E &-- DE. 
The referee has informed me that P’ has a strategically K-closed dense subset iff 
there is a P-name r for a partial order such that P*rr has a ~-closed dense 
subset. 
1.3. The following lemma is central in what follows, and is a simple generalization 
of a well-known argument of Silver when P is K-closed. The proof is just like the 
proof for K-closed, except that the decreasing K-sequence and the associated 
increasing sequence of bounded subsets of K forced to be initial segments of the 
term forced to witness the ,X:-condition are obtained using the winning strategy. 
As in the proof for K-closed, the union of the sequence of subsets then witnesses 
the Zi-condition in question. 
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Lemma. Suppose K is regular, P is strategically K-Closed. 
(a) If A G K and p Itpcp(A), then q(A) whenever cp is a Z:(H,) formula. 
(b) If P IMP “K is weakly-compact”, then K is weakly compact. 
Proof. We have already sketched the slight modification for the proof of (a) when 
P is ‘merely’ strategically K-closed; (b) is an easy consequence of (a). 
The next lemmas show that strategic closure is closer to closure than to the 
Baire property in still other respects. 
1.4 Lemma. Suppose that K > o is regular, that 8 E OR and that for a < 0, 62, is 
strategically K-closed. Suppose P is a non-empty subordering of the full product 
~=lLX3 Q,. For PEII, let supp(p) ={a <8 :p((~) #IQu}. Suppose P has the 
following properties: 
(a) If p’ E P, p E II, supp(p) = supp(p’) and p +p’, then p E P. 
(b) Suppose p E ll; let q = U supp(p) be a limit ordinal. Suppose that for all 
(Y <q, p ( a E P. Suppose further that cf q <K. Then p E P. 
Then P is strategically-K-closed. 
Proof. For (Y < 0, let s, witness that Q, is strategically K-closed. Define s as 
follows: if (pt; : 5 < p) is decreasing from P, p > 0, /3 even, let a = UEcB supp(p,) 
and for (Y E a, let ((a) = the least .$ such that cv E supp(pE). Set p E s((pe : 6 -=z p)) iff 
p E P, supp(p) = a and for (Y E a, p(a) E s,((p, : S(a) =Z E < p)). Now it is easy to see 
that (a), (b) guarantee that s witnesses that P is strategically K-closed. 
1.5. Remark. Lemma 1.4 clearly applies to appropriate ‘tails’ of appropriate 
downward Easton extensions. 
1.6. Lemma. Suppose that K > CO, that (P, : a GO), (& :a -CO) are iteration sequ- 
ences [i.e., P, is the one element partial ordering, for all (Y < 8, ae, is a P,-name for a 
partial ordering and pafl =P, *tie, and for limit X =Z 8, P, is an upward closed 
sub-ordering of the inverse limit of the I!?, (CT <A) which extends the direct limit of 
the I!?, (a <A)]. Suppose further that for all a< 0, IlIP_ “6& is strategically 
K-closed” and that, for limit A < 0, letting 9, be the inverse limit of the 9, (a <A)., 
we have: 
(*) if p E 4iA, 7 = U supp(p) is a limit ordinal and cf q < K, then p E Ph. 
Then Pe is strategically K-closed. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on 8. Suppose it is proved for 0’ < 8 ; let o,, 
witness that P,. is strategically ~-closed. There are two cases: 
(a) 8 = O’+ 1: Let S be s.t. 311tP,, “S witnesses that as,, is strategically K-closed”. 
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Given even p, 0 < p < K, and decreasing (p< : 5 < 0) from PO, let p; = p* j 8’: then 
(p’,ci)E~((p~:.$<B)) iff p’E~~,((p;:~<P)),Ill~p,.“(iE~gg,” 
and p’ kP,, “4 E S((p,(O’) : 5 -=c S))“. 
It is easily verified that (T witnesses that P, is strategically K-closed. 
(b) 8 is a limit ordinal: Given even /3, 0 < p < K and decreasing (p* : e < 6) from 
P,,set ~~~((p~:.:<<))iffp~P~andforallcw<6,p/a~a,((p~I(~:5<S)).Itis 
easily verified, using (*), that (T witnesses that P, is strategically K-Closed. 
1.7. Remark. Lemma 1.6 applies, in appropriate v”, to ‘tails’ of appropriate 
upward Easton extensions. 
We now have, just as for K-closed in the place of K-strategically-closed, using 
Lemma 1.4: 
1.8. Corollary. Suppose that for (Y E OR, Q,, is a partial ordering, that for y E OR, 
lI, is the full product Ha<, CD,, that Ki’ = IJacOR Ila, that P 5 Il, that Py = P n Z&. 
Suppose q E OR, Eet p = P,, and for 8 E OR let 
[FP~,={pIdomp\~:pE~17+e}, n~,={pIdomp\rl:pE~~+,}; 
also let CIA = Q,,,. Suppose that for all 0 E OR, the hypotheses of Lemma 1.4 hold 
for 03; (ckz < f3), P’ = PA,, ZI’ = II;,. Then, in V’: (V’)<K c V’. 
1.9. Corollary. Suppose that (P, : a E OR), (6 a : a E OR) are iteration sequences 
(as in the hypotheses of Lemma 1.6). Let r) E OR, and for 8 E OR let PL = P,,,,, = 
the P,-name for the next 8 steps in the iteration. Also, let @,=a9,+, viewed as a 
P,-name for a Pk-name and let .%b = the I?!,-name for the inverse limit of the lPk 
(a < 0). Let P’ = the P, -name for the direct limit of the Ph. Let p = P, and suppose 
that in V”, for all 8, the 6: (a CO), PA ( OL < 0) satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 
1.6. Let P be the direct limit of the P,, so PGP*IFJ’. 
Then, in V’: ( V’)<K G V’. 
1.10. Remark. Of course Corollaries 1.8 and 1.9 apply to appropriate downward 
(respectively upward) class Easton partial orderings. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
For the remainder of this paper assume GCH. Let K >w be regular. I’ll first 
define the component partial order Q,. If K >w,, Cl, will be the product 
Q, = 0: x 0:. Qi is the standard partial ordering for adding a K-Souslin tree with 
initial segments. @ is the partial ordering for adding a non-reflecting stationary 
subset of K, as presented in 4.14-4.16 of [l]. If K = wl, Q, =CL$ Definitions 
follow. 
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2.1. Definition. q = (t, 3) E Qi iff t is a <K -sized, downward-closed normal sub- 
tree of the complete height-K binary tree, and ht(t, 2) is a successor ordinal. Then 
(t, 2) sA(t’, 2) iff t 1 ht(t’, 2) = t’. 
2.2. Lemma. (a) Card Qi = K. 
(b) UBt is strategically-K-closed. 
Proof. (a) is clear from GCH. (b) is argued as in [4, pp. 69-701 for the partial 
ordering R. 
2.3. If K = T+, let K- = T; otherwise, let K- = K. Then GCH guarantees that if 
A <cf(K-), then for all F < K, pLix <K. Thus, if A sCf(K-), in the definition of oi, 
an additional requirement may be imposed: if (t, 2) E Qt, cx < ht(t, z), cf QL <A, 
then all cofinal paths through t 1 a extend. Call the resulting modification ai,k. 
This guarantees that QA,, is in fact A’-closed. 
2.4. Lemma. 31Fa4: U 6 is a K-SOuShI tree. 
Proof. This is proved in [4, p. 701 for R. 
2.5. Dehition. q = (e, a) E 0: iff e c (Y <K, and e rl B is not stationary in /3 for 
any p<f~. Set (e,a)<z(e’,a’) ijfcx’S+ ena’=e’. 
2.6. Lemma. (a) card QZ = K. 
(b) 02 is K-strategically closed. 
Proof. (a) is clear from GCH. The argument of 4.15 of [l] in fact proves (b), 
2.7. Let A <K be regular. The definition of Qz can be modified to require that 
y E e + y is a limit ordinal of cofinality A. Call the resulting modification a:,,. 
This guarantees that a’,,A is A+-closed. 
2.8. Lemma. 1 Ito: “ U {e4 : q E e} is a non-reflecting stationary subset of K” 
Proof. This is proved in 4.16 of [I]; the proof is readily modified to accommodate 
the modifications of 2.7. 
2.9. We now turn to defining the class of Easton conditions. 
Definition. Let r be the class of regular uncountable non-weakly compact 
cardinals. Let (n : i E OR) be the increasing enumeration of r, and for i E OR, 
i > 0, i a limit ordinal, let $ = supjci yi ; let ri = yi if i is a successor ordinal or 
i = 0, or i is a limit ordinal and $ is singular. Otherwise, let ri = $. Set p E P iff p 
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is a function, dom p E OR, for all cy E dom p, p(cx) E Q_, and if 7, is inaccessible 
(in this case (Y is a limit ordinal and 7, = cx), supp(p) n a! is bounded in (Y. 
Set p s p’ iff dom p’ c dom p and for all CY E dbm p’, p(o) S~~,p’(cx). 
2.10. As usual, let P, = {p 1 a : p E P, dom p 3 a}. If (Y 2 /3, let 
Let,P={pIdomp\ cy : dom p > a}, so ,P = IJorcp Pap. Let P,, P,,, ,lP be, respec- 
tively, P,, Pap, a P with the orderings induced by s. So, as usual P’, =P, XP,,, 
P =tQ, x,P. Note that if r, is inaccessible, then P’, z Up<, P,. In what follows, I 
identify the two, meaning one or the other as suits my purposes. 
Then, standard methods and Lemma 1.4, Remark 1.5 yield, for cy >O, /3 >cw : 
Lemma. (a) P,, is strategically-y,-closed. 
(b) P, E I!&,, (so for ya inaccessible, I mean IJ Gcra P,); thus, by GCH, card P, = 
qcy; further P, is definable over H?_ and the definition is uniform for inaccessible (Y 
(i.e., for those CY s.t. 7, is inaccessible). 
(c) If (Y = 7, is Mahlo, P, has the TO-C.C. 
Thus Corollary 1.8, Remark 1.10 and standard methods yield: 
Corollary. Forcing with P preserves cofinalities, GCH and the Mahlo property. 
2.11. Let cx > 0. Since P,cH,_, we easily have: 
Proposition. If A is a Pa-name for a subset of Hq,, and cp is a first-order formula in 
E and n + 2 additional unary predicate symbols, let (p, J&, . . . , &) E X iff p E P,, 
Bo, . . . , &, are P,-names for subsets of H?, and p II-p- (I&,, i, I&, . . . , &, A)!=cp. 
Then X is A : over H+., and the A i definition of X is uniform in A, cp for inaccessible 
cy. 
Thus, we also have: 
Corollary. If + is 2: (II:) in E and n + 2 additional unary predicates, if A is a 
pa-name for a subset of H?,, let (p, &, . . . , &)EX iff p E P,, I$,, . , l?,, are 
pa-names for subsets of H7‘, and p ItP,. (f$,, i, I$,, . . , &, A)k+. Then X is 
2: (IT:) over H7_ and the definition is uniform in A, Q/J for inaccessible CL 
Proof. By induction on k. I give the proofs for k = 1, which contain the argu- 
ments for the induction step. So, let + be .Z:; then there is first order cp (which is 
obtained effectively from $I) s.t. 
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iff 
P IFp_ “(3C E &J((&_, i, c, Bo, . . . ) B,, A> !=cp)” 
iff (36 a 09,-name for a subset of &J 
P It-p, +&_, i, &, Bo, . . . ) B,, A) kq”. 
If II, is ZI:, then there is a cp as above such that 
plFp_ <<(&_, i, Bo, . . ) B,, A>k,” 
iff 
2.12. We are now ready to prove that weak compactness is preserved. 
Lemma. If K is weakly compact (so K = r,), then 11 ltp“~ is weakly COmpaCt”. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.10(a), Corollary 1.8 and Remark 1.10, it suffices to show 
that 311FpK “K is weakly compact”. So, suppose p E [Fn,, A is a P,-name for a subset 
of H,, 4 is II: and p llP, “(I&, i, A)I=I,V’. 
Now by Corollary 2.11 this is IZ: over H,, say by the I7:-formula 8. Since K is 
weakly compact, we easily find Mahlo A <K (so A = yh) such that supp(p) G A 
(identify p with p ( A), such that A 1 HA is a PA-name for A n l-& and such that 
8(p, A 1 HA) holds in HA. What we need, however, is that in vh~, 8(p, A 1 H,,) 
holds in HA. This, however, follows by Silver’s argument, Lemma 1.3, since PA, is 
X-strategically closed. Thus, in VA* 
2.13. 2.10-2.12 thus complete the proof of Theorem 1. 
3. Proof of Theorem 2 
I begin by showing the existence of a function f : p + p which figures in the 
definition of the upward Easton conditions. The proof of Lemma 3.1 is due to 
Laver. Let p be supercompact. 
3.1. Recall that Laver [5] proved that there is h : p --+ V, which is universal, in 
the sense that for all x, for all cardinals h >card(TC(x)), there is j : V + M with 
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critical point I*, “M G M, j(u)>A such that j(h)(p) = x. Actually we only need an 
h which works for x an ordinal, a result which was proved earlier by Menas. Fix 
such an h. 
Lemma. There is f : p -+ p such that: 
(a) For all regular K < p, K > 0 + f(~) <K and f(K) is regular, 
(b) For all cardinals A > u there is j : V+ M with critical point u, ‘M G M, 
j(u)> j such that for all a, u <(Y =%A + j(f)(a) = p. 
Proof. Let f(a) = the least regular K <a such that h(K)>a, or f(a) = o, if there 
is no such K. I claim that this f works. Clearly (a) is satisfied. Let A > Jo be a 
cardinal. W.1.o.g. assume A is regular; if not replace A by A+. Let j : V -+ M, etc., 
be such that j(h)(u) = A. Let p <a <A. Then clearly, in M, j(f)(o) = u, since j(f) 
is defined from j(h) in M exactly as f was defined from h in V. I.e. j(f)“(p, A] = 
{j_~} as required. 
3.2. Fix f as in Lemma 3.1; for Q! > K, set f(a) = K. We use f to define the class ln’ 
of upward Easton conditions. Let r, ‘yi, ri be as in Definition 2.9. P will be the 
direct limit of the iteration sequence (lPi : i E OR), where PO is the trivial partial 
ordering, for limit i E OR, if i = ri is regular, Pi is the direct limit of the Pj (j < i), 
and otherwise Pi is the inverse limit of the Pj (j < i), and for all i E OR, pi is a 
Pi-name for a partial ordering and Pi+l =Pi *&. So it remains to define the pi. 
Definition. If 7; is regular, then Qi is the Pi-name for the partial ordering 
Q:,.n%, x Qt,,f(?,); if 7; is singular, Qi is the Pi name for the partial ordering Q$c,,, 
(recall 2.3, 2.7, respectively for Qf,X, C&J. 
3.3. Now here again, using GCH, Corollary 1.9, Remark 1.10, standard methods 
give us, for Q! > 0, all QI < 8. 
Lemma. (a) P,, is y,-strategically closed. 
(b) P’, E I-&_ is a definable subset (and so card P, = Ta) and the definition is 
uniform for inaccessible a. 
(c) If ya is Mahlo (so a = Tm), P, has the r,-C.C. 
So, as usual, we have by standard methods, Corollary 1.9 and Remark 1.10: 
Corollary. Forcing with P preserves cojinalities, GCH and the Mahlo property. 
It is also now clear that: 
Corollary. Proposition and Corollary 2.11 go through for the upward Easton P,. 
3.4. I will now show that weak-compactness is preserved. The argument is a slight 
variant of that of Lemma 2.12). 
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Lemma. If K is weakly compact, then TTL#~“K is weakly compact”. 
Proof. As before it suffices to show that 3111n “K is weakly compact”. So, let 
p E P,, rC, be n:, A a P, -name for a subset of &, and suppose p It, “(I&, E, A) k 
$“. As before, we shall find A such that pIInK “(I&, i, A 1 k,) I+“, and 
1 It,% “A 1 Hx = A nfik”. By the second Corollary of 3.3, there is Kf: 8 such that, 
over H,, 8(A, p) expresses that pit,% “(fi,, i, A)1 $“. Again, since K is weakly 
compact, there is Mahlo A <K such that supp(p) G A (identify p with p 1 A), such 
that A j Hh is a P,-name for A nI&, and such that, over Hh, O(A / I&, p) holds, 
i.e., p U-r+ “(I&, &, A 1 H*)b$“. Now lIkIp, “PxK is A-strategically-closed”, so, in 
VP,, apply Silver’s argument to Phr; this yields (since $ is Hi): 
(Vq ~lF’,)(4 Ikn, “(I&, E, A 1 HA) i= I,!?’ 3 q IkPh “1 ItPA= “(I-&, i, A 1 Hi) b $” ” 
so this is true, in particular, for p; thus 
i.e., plkn_ “(Hh, E, A ( H,)l=4”, as required. 
3.5. It remains to show: 
Lemma. Illtn”~ is supercompact”. 
Proof. Let A > j.~, A a cardinal. W.l.o.g., assume A is regular. We show that 
lllkP“~ is A-supercompact”. For some 8 <h+l, A+=?,. Fix this 8. By GCH in 
v’, [A]<” has power A in VP, and again, by GCH, in V”, 2tx1<” = 2h = A+. 
Further, 
lIIP“([A]‘C”)’ E V’s r\($!i’([A]‘“))’ c VP,+,“. 
Thus, it suffices to show that Ill-n,+, “p is A-supercompact”. I follow the approach 
of Laver [5], essentially. 
Let j : V+ M have critical point p, j(p) > A+, ‘+M E M, j(f)“&, A’] = {p}. Let 
P =pe+t, P*= j(P). 
The following claims are easily verified: 
(1) In M, A+=ye. 
(2) Let (P~:cu ~j(e)+l)=j(~,:(y~~+l); (O!~:~<j(@)+l)=j(~g,:~<O+l). 
Then, (P’*,: (Y s j(O) + l), (02 : (Y <j(O) + 1) is the iteration sequence defined in M 
from j(f) as (!!?,:a!~O+l), (0 oL :a < 19 + 1) was defined in V from f. Further 
P” = EDT@,+ 1. 
(3) For a! s 8 + 1, lP’E = P,, and for (Y < 0 + 1, 62 = h, (this uses the At-closure 
of M, the fact that j(f)“(p, A+] = {CL}, and the fact that, conventionally, f(a) was set 
to w for QI >p). Thus P” =p*P’, for some P’, and, in M, TtlkpP’ is A’+- 
strategically-closed. 
(4) In V, 311~~5” is A++ -strategically-closed (this uses the A+-closure of M). 
(5) In M, P’=E+~,j(~) *R, and M!=“lllt,~lW,“R is j(p)-closed” “. This is argued 
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as follows: clearly j(f>“(j(p), j(A)] = {j(p)} so, by the definition of the iteration in 
M, for all j(p) s (Y S j(0) 
where, in M, (72 : a E OR) is the increasing enumeration of r. Thus, for j(p) d CY s 
j(e) 
11k~; “Qz is j(p)-closed” (in M), 
by 2.3 and 2.7. But then the claim is clear. 
(6) [w (of (5)) is X+-directed-closed (in V). hi-closure is clear by (5) and the 
A*-closure of M. Actually the properties of the al,, guarantee that [w is in fact A+- 
directed-closed. 
(7) Let p~pa+t; p* = j(p). Then supp(p*) n j(p) c F. This is clear by the fact 
that supp(p) is bounded below p and the fact that j(p) > A+. 
(8) There is a master condition SEIW for PO+,, i.e., there is S such that 
~k+I.IIy, “S EW and such that 
(*) s It“(Vp l P~+r)(p E CS iff j(p) E (I?)“. 
S is just the name: “j(p) if p”. The claim follows from (6) and (7) and the fact that 
card P,+r = A. 
But now the remainder of Laver’s argument of [5] can be carried out over 
VP,+,, using just the A+-strategic closure of P’, and the fact that there are only A+ 
subsets of [A]“‘“, and only A+-choice functions on subsets of [A]<‘“. As in [5], a 
decreasing sequence p: (a <A+) from P’ is constructed deciding membership of 
X in U on the basis of the condition deciding whether j”h E j(X). As in [S], the 
almost everywhere value of a choice function F on a set previously determined to 
be in U is decided on the basis of the condition deciding the value of j(F)(j”A). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.5 and of Theorem 2. 
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